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Statement of the Catholic Ordinaries of the Holy Land

 on the Nation State Law, passed by the Israeli Knesset

on July 19, 2018

In the spirit of dialogue, the Assembly of the Catholic Ordinaries of the Holy Land wishes to
address the issue of the Nation State Law passed by the Israeli Knesset on July 19, 2018.

According to this law, the State of Israel has legislated that the people whose “welfare and safety”
it is most concerned to promote and protect are limited to the Jewish citizens of the State of
Israel. We must draw the attention of the authorities to a simple fact: our faithful, the Christians,
our fellow citizens, Muslim, Druze and Baha’i, all of us who are Arabs, are no less citizens of this
country than our Jewish brothers and sisters.

Since the promulgation of the Declaration of Independence in May 1948, the Arab citizens of the
State of Israel have noted the tension that exists in the wording of the declaration about the State
being both “Jewish” and “democratic”. Whereas the ever-changing equilibrium between these two
terms has been worked out predominantly by the Jewish majority, the Arab minority has been
struggling against all manifestations of discrimination whenever the “Jewish” element
outbalanced the “democratic” one. This has meant on ongoing struggle and careful vigilance to
protect the rights of all citizens, to guarantee as much as possible the values of equality, justice
and democracy. The 1992 Israeli Knesset promulgation of the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty
was a milestone in the struggle to protect and promote these values.

However, the 2018 Israeli Knesset promulgation of the Basic Law: Israel as the Nation State of the
Jewish People is a blow to these values. Although the law changes very little in practice, it does
provide a constitutional and legal basis for discrimination among Israel’s citizens, clearly laying
out the principles according to which Jewish citizens are to be privileged over and above other
citizens. By promulgating “the development of Jewish settlement as a national value and will act to
encourage and promote its establishment and consolidation”, the law promotes an inherent
discriminatory vision. In fact, other than seriously downgrading the standing of the Arab language
in relationship to the Hebrew language, the law totally ignores the fact that there is another
people, the Palestinian Arabs, and other major religious communities, Christians and Muslims as
well as Druze and Baha’i, that are profoundly rooted in this land.

Christians, Muslims, Druze, Baha’i and Jews, demand to be treated as equal citizens. This equality
must include the respectful recognition of our civic (Israeli), ethnic (Palestinian Arab) and religious
(Christian) identities, as both individuals and as communities. As Israelis and as Palestinian Arabs,
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(Christian) identities, as both individuals and as communities. As Israelis and as Palestinian Arabs,
we seek to be part of a state that promotes justice and peace, security and prosperity for all its
citizens. As Christians, we take pride that the universal Church was founded in Jerusalem and her
first faithful were children of this land and its people. We recognize that Jerusalem and the whole
of this Holy Land is a heritage we share with Jews and Muslims, Druze and Baha’i, a heritage we
are called upon to protect from division and internecine strife.

This Basic Law contradicts the identifiable humanist and democratic strands in Israeli legislation
as well as international laws and conventions to which Israel is signatory, having as their aim the
promotion of human rights, the respect of diversity and the strengthening of justice, equality and
peace. We, as the religious leaders of the Catholic Churches, call on the authorities to rescind this
Basic Law and assure one and all that the State of Israel seeks to promote and protect the welfare and
the safety of all its citizens.
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